RF Smart Lighting Control

THE BRILLIANT CHOICE FOR SMART LIGHTING CONTROL

RF Smart Lighting Control is a simple, scalable solution that puts safety, comfort, and convenience in the palm of your hand. It’s a robust and reliable system that communicates using Legrand’s patented Radio Frequency Technology, reducing interference with other wireless devices. Easy to install and simple to use, it’s the perfect choice for professional installations.

ULTRA-RELIABLE
with Legrand’s patented Radio Frequency technology

EASY INSTALLATION
using existing electrical wiring

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
with IP drivers for Control4, URC, RTI, Elan, and Crestron

SIMPLE SETUP
and device pairing

COMPLETE CONTROL
with the iOS or Android app, Amazon Alexa or the Google Assistant

CONVENEINCE GROUPING
for single-touch control of customized lighting scenes

EFFORTLESS AUTOMATION
by time of day or by predetermined preferences

FLAWLESS FINISHES
with the radiant and adorne collections

FLAWLESS FINISHES

Available in two collections, RF Smart Lighting Control expertly combines style with function for a coordinated fit and finish across traditional electrical devices and smart home controls.

COMPLETE CONTROL

The intuitive app for iOS or Android devices allows you to easily monitor and control lights from anywhere. Or simply tell Alexa or the Google Assistant to adjust lights for you.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

With pre-written drivers, it’s easy to integrate RF Smart Lighting Control into today’s most popular home automation systems from Control4, Elan, RTI, Crestron, and URC.
Start with the Whole House Lighting Controller – the central hub for a RF Smart Lighting system. Then choose from a wide variety of switches, dimmers, plug-in modules, and more. Customize to your style with an array of finishes from the radiant and adorne collections.

A Whole House Lighting Controller | LC7001

B radiant RF Smart Switches
- In-Wall 15 Amp RF Switch | LC2201-XX
- In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | LC2203-XX

C radiant RF Smart Dimmers
- In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | LC2101-XX
- In-Wall RF 2-Wire Incandescent Dimmer | LC2102-XX
- In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | LC2103-XX

D In-Wall RF Smart Scene Controller | LC2303-XX

E RF Smart Plug-In
- Tru-Universal Dimming Lamp Module | LC2150

F adorne Whisper RF Smart Switches
- Whisper In-Wall RF Switch | ASWR155RMX1
- Whisper In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASWRRRX1

G adorne Whisper RF Smart Dimmers
- Whisper In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | ADWR700RMTUX1
- Whisper In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADWRRRX1

H adorne sofTap RF Smart Switches
- sofTap In-Wall RF Switch | ASTP155RMX1
- sofTap In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASTPRRX1

I adorne sofTap RF Smart Dimmers
- sofTap In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | ADTP700RMTUX1
- sofTap In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADTPRRX1

J adorne Touch RF Smart Switches
- Touch In-Wall RF Switch | ASTH155RMX1
- Touch In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASTHRRX1

K adorne Touch RF Smart Dimmers
- Touch In-Wall RF Tru-Universal Dimmer | ADTH700RMTUX1
- Touch In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADTHRRX1

L Smart RF Outlet | ARPS15RF2X4

M adorne RF Smart Scene Controller
- sofTap RF Scene Controller | ADTPRIWHCX1
- Touch RF Scene Controller | ADTHRIWHCX1

**Whole House Lighting Controller** | **LC7001**

**Radiant RF Smart Switches**
- In-Wall 15 Amp RF Switch | LC2201-XX
- In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | LC2203-XX

**Radiant RF Smart Dimmers**
- In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | LC2101-XX
- In-Wall RF 2-Wire Incandescent Dimmer | LC2102-XX
- In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | LC2103-XX

**In-Wall RF Smart Scene Controller** | **LC2303-XX**

**RF Smart Plug-In**
- Tru-Universal Dimming Lamp Module | LC2150

**Adorne Whisper RF Smart Switches**
- Whisper In-Wall RF Switch | ASWR155RMX1
- Whisper In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASWRRRX1

**Adorne Whisper RF Smart Dimmers**
- Whisper In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | ADWR700RMTUX1
- Whisper In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADWRRRX1

**Adorne sofTap RF Smart Switches**
- sofTap In-Wall RF Switch | ASTP155RMX1
- sofTap In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASTPRRX1

**Adorne sofTap RF Smart Dimmers**
- sofTap In-Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer | ADTP700RMTUX1
- sofTap In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADTPRRX1

**Adorne Touch RF Smart Switches**
- Touch In-Wall RF Switch | ASTH155RMX1
- Touch In-Wall 3-Way RF Switch | ASTHRRX1

**Adorne Touch RF Smart Dimmers**
- Touch In-Wall RF Tru-Universal Dimmer | ADTH700RMTUX1
- Touch In-Wall 3-Way RF Dimmer | ADTHRRX1

**Smart RF Outlet** | **ARPS15RF2X4**

**Adorne RF Smart Scene Controller**
- sofTap RF Scene Controller | ADTPRIWHCX1
- Touch RF Scene Controller | ADTHRIWHCX1

*“X” in a part number represents the color code.*